Subject: Closure of Thumrait Air Base, Oman

Purpose: To notify DOD shippers of the termination of cargo receipt operations at Thumrait AB, Oman.

Be advised: Effective immediately, DOD shippers should cease booking cargo to the Department of Defense Activity Address Codes (DODAAC) FB4668/FE4668. The 405th AEW is closed. All In-Transit cargo consigned to FB4668/FE4668 will be forwarded to the new tac2 DODAAC address of Shaw AFB, SC for further disposition by HQ AFCENT.

FB4668 ACC LRSDEPLOYED-Closed
DSN 318 438 0138 OEF
THUMRAIT AB
222 THUMRAIT, OM

FE4668 ACC LRS DEPLOYED-Closed
DSN 318 438 0138 OEF
THUMRAIT AB
222 THUMRAIT, OM

AFCENT POC: AFCENT A4RAT Traffic Management Staff, (803) 717-6765/6767, DSN: 313-6765/6767, Email: usafcenta4rat@afcent.af.mil

Expiration: N/A